
DETECT
EXPLOSIVES    NARCOTICS

FROM A SAFE DISTANCE

Using Your Resources or Ours



Detect EXPLOSIVE 
RESIDUE and BULK 
NARCOTIC THREATS 
from a safe distance

As a safety and security professional, 
you face a variety of threats in 

your day-to-day activities 
and the risks you face 

continue to grow.

Encountering any unknown substances at a crime 
scene presents risk of exposure to dangerous materials3

Implemented as part of a layered security 
approach, the unique technology of the 
VeroVision Threat Detector can alert you 
to a threat faster and further away from 
the target, al lowing more t ime to consider 
options and responses before engaging 
addit ional resources. 

The facts:






VBIEDs are a growing threat with attacks targeting concentrations 
of civi l ians occurring at a rate of hundreds per month1

Law Enforcement-reported encounters testing posit ive for substances 
such as heroin, cocaine, etc. are a concern2

We develop SOLUTIONS to assist you in 
keeping yourself, and the people and property 
you commit to protect, SAFE.

 


Non-contact standoff distance*




Easy-to-use interface

Flexible configurations

Adaptable l ibrary

Safe, passive operation without lasers or chemical agents

Quantity detections as small 
as microgram*
Fast screening and detection 
in approximately 10 seconds



Crime Scenes
Evaluate crime scenes for potential 
risks without coming into contact 
with the material.

Security Checkpoints
Scan vehicles entering fixed or 
temporary entry points.

Event Security
Scan questionable or unattended 
baggage, delivery and passenger 
vehicles, and other suspicious, 
stationary objects.

CAN PERFORM IN 
A VARIETY OF 

APPLICATIONS TO 
SUPPORT 

DETECTION OF 
POTENTIAL THREATS

One click detection alerts to 
potential threats within the scene.

Detections are displayed in a simple interface 
that allows the user to generate a report.

TM

VEHICLE SCREENING SERVICE

Don’t let resource and budget constraints 
l imit your options. We now offer VeroVision 

Vehicle Screening Service to bring this added 
layer of security to your events. For more 

information or a custom quote, please visit: 

www.chemimage.com/safer/solutions/vehicle-screening-service



ChemImage is in the business of helping make 
the world healthier and safer. By partnering with 

defense, law enforcement, government, and 
private organizations on the cutting edge 

of security, we continue to drive next-generation 
threat detection solutions.

We are EXPERTS in 
MOLECULAR CHEMICAL IMAGING

412-241-7335  |  info@chemimage.com
7325 Penn Avenue, Suite 200  |  Pittsburgh, PA  15208

*Detection capability is dependent on a variety of factors including distance from the target, amount of material, material type, lighting 
conditions, etc.  ChemImage experts can provide additional details when requested. 

References: 
1https://www.un.org/disarmament/convarms/ieds-a-growing-threat/
2https://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/data/fentanyl-le-reports.html
3https://www.dea.gov/sites/default/files/2018-11/DIR-032-18%202018%20NDTA%20final%20low%20resolution.pdf

Visit us at chemimage.com to learn more.


